What it's

like to c l i m b the

highest unclimbed mountain in
the North American continent

by William R. Hainsworth '1 8

The author on the spot
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HE SEWARD GLACIER STORM was running true
to form when Walter Wood ~uggested I take

advantage of the "socked in" day to jot down a few notes
on the ascent of Mount Vancouver while memories were
fresh. Immediately my thoughts wandered through a
maze of trifling things. The layer of ice and frost
crystals inside our shoes in the morning-the
socks and
inner soles which were frozen in our shoes when we
tried to remove them before getting into the sack-the
howl and spoon which served all courses. finally coming
clean with the coffee. which was almost strong enough to
dissolve the porcelain-gasoline-impregnated suppliesthe snow crystals which formed inside the tent and
turned to miniature rainstorms when the sun announced
a good day-the
debates between nature and the fact
that it uas cold o u t s i d e ~ t h e s eand similar trifles were
the important things. E ~ e nthe tthiskbroom, which had
first impressed me as a foolish luxury. gained respect
after failure to use it resulted in puddles of melted snow
on, and in. rny sleeping bag.
The really important thing. of course. was that. for
the second summer. Mt. Vancouver was included in
Project Snow Cornice plans. The expedition was uridei
the able leadership of Color~elWalter 4. Wood. Director
of the New York Office of the Arctic Institute of North
America and President of the American Alpine Club.
His long climbing and expedition experience in Alaska
was the primary factor in the success of the trip.
Vancouver had a special meaning for Walt. In the
summer of 1918 he had. in effect, opened up the Seward
Basin territory with modern expedition methods, using
air supply. Vancouver, rising to 15,850 feet. was the
highest unclirnbed individual mountain mass in the
region (although it should he noted that Mt. King, with
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its 17.000 feet. is also iinclimhed. and a beautiful rnouritain in its own right --though it i-s sometimes considereri
a part of the Mt. Logan m a s s h e ) . '4s president of the
'Vmericari 41pine Club. 'Walt saw only one course to pursue-climb
the mountain! But that w a s not so easily
done. The expedition plane turned over on a glacier
landing. Since Walt was responsible for the expedition
he stayed on the job to work out some rneans of getting
out of the Basin. In the meantimr. a part) attempted the
North Ridge. but was turned back by the approach of a
severe coastal storm and a shortage- of supplies. This
left Vancouver unconquered in 1918--an0 eien rnorp
desirable than before.
Since the climb was integrated with the scientific
activities of the 1919 expedition w e were able tn take
full advantage of the Norsernart ~ki-equippedairplan(,
cupport. parachute and drop loads, the comfortable
facilities of a Jamesuay base camp hut on the Nunatak
( a rock island in the Seward Glacier) adjacent to Mi.
Vancouver. and excellent food and equipment: all the
result of many hours of hard work and p1annin";ong
before the expedition reached the Seward Glacier.
I left New York by commercial plane on Junr 12.
spent a few days in Seattle, and landed o n the excellent
airfield of Yakutat, some 300 miles north of Juneau. on
the afternoon of the 15ih. On June 16 IVTaury King, the
expedition pilot, flew us in to the Niinatak. O n July 5,
T arrived on top of Vancouver with three companions.
Rut I'm getting ahead of my story.
First let's pause f o r a better look at the St. Elias
Mountains. to which range Vancouver belongs. It is a
land of va-st expanses and deceptive distances. and a
land of extremes. At times the midday glare and heat
on the Glacier is almost unbearable. Storms come and

go i i i
i i i d ~ e iot hour^--01 la>\ lor dais. Winds are
liigh dud (old -or t h e ib a dead calm. The i - n o v v is
as hard as ice one d a j and the next jou sink to joui
knee* in it. It it. apectaculaily beautiful, and the
delight dud despaii of the camera f a n : ddight--because
there is a dailj temptation to photogiaph eve1 ything in
sight; and despaii-because the light meter ~ieedlerepeatedh jumps beyond the end of the scale in its effort
to warn against olerexposure.
The has-in of the Sew aid Glacie~to the west of Vancoinei. in which the base camp was located. is idther
inaccessible. to put it mildly. It lies only 25 miles
from tidewater, but the circuitous approach-over
die
Mala:?pina Claciei. or along s e ~ e r a l alternate routes
oiei the Huhbard Glacier to the ea5t ot Vancouverwould iiorrnaIl\ require a great deal of time and heartbreaking ldhor in relaying .supplies O V C J heavily crevassed .%red?.
The baain itself is roughly 750 square miles, and is
suirounded 11) the enormous masses of Mt. Cook (13.760
feet). Mt. Augusta (14.070). Mt. St. Elia;, (18.808).
Mt. Logan l 19.850). Mt. McArthin ( l4.400), and Vancomer. The Lai-iii appear:? relatively flat. has large areas
flee from crrvas-es. and has excellent landing tields.
especi'all j in ear ly Bummer.
We were all well supplied with Snow Cornice and
pers-oiial equipment. Li. S. Armj double sleepirig bags
p u n e d t o he ver} practical in cornl~iiidtion \\it11 air
rnattresseb. At the hut the outei Lag alone ~ d satisfacs
tor). hit11 occa~ioiialteuipciature;- of 15 at night. To
c3on5ene weight- the inner Lag onlj was used on the
clinih, with ilie lowest night temperatures about zero and
moderate hut g ~ r t yv ~ i r i d ~1. Iistened to several discuss-ions at the Nunatak base camp on the alleged advantage?
oi crawling into one"= sleeping bag without benefit of
CI

u n d ~wi ~ r hut
. derided i n i'o~egoexperirneiiling in this
field. J t seemed the b e t t e ~part ol valor to retain some
clothes dnd place the remainder between the air mattress
and hag. Walt Wood's modified Mead tents, used in
pairs; provided us with two bedrooms and a connecting
vestibule. On t ^ o occasions the parachute loads dropped
on the mountain provided a box which served as a storage cabinet and kitchen table when placed in the vestibule. Of much greater importance were the things
which came to our door in the box. Perhaps it would
be more accurate to s a j that the door came to the box,
since two of our camps were established at the point
where we found ihe parachute loads.
So it happened that we lived in comparative luxury
on the mountain. bl~aiiki- to the airplane and Walt's
expedition philosophy. Vt e had all the food supplies
desired, and if a q o n e suffered for lack of equipment it
was certainly not 1)ecaut.e it was unavailable. The 5 in 1
Army rations were suppleniented with canned fruits,
vegetables, and dehydrated foods. We were well supplied with raisiiis, dates, and figs. On the way up the
mountain it was only necefcsarj to back pack sleeping
bags. air mattress. personal belongings, climbing equipment, camera and film, and (idill food supplies. Coming
down our loads became progressi\ely heavier as we
recovered essential equipment from each one of the three
canlph.
The mountain is a big mass, typical of those in the
St. Elias range, and the selection of a route was not
entirely obvious, even with the information gained on
the 1948 experience. There are thiee minor summits
on the mile-long summit ridge. An approach from either
end seemed feasible, provided it did not imolve a lo
summit traverse. This, of course, depended on
relative elevations of the summit peaks.
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One purpose of the Arctic Institute studies was 1 0
determine accurately the elevations and positions of ihe
peaks in the Seward Glacier area, and adequate equipment for the purpose was at hand. Walt established a
960-foot base line on the Seward Glacier and triangulated the summits with a theodolite which could be read
accurately to five seconds. This corresponded to an
error of 15 feet at the distance of the summit from the
base. which is in the form of a symmetrically shaped
pyramid. The North Peak was found to be 150 feet
higher than the South Peak. A boundary survey had
established the latter at 15.700 feet: therefore. Vancouver
was found to have an elevation of 15.850 feet. with the
North Peak the highest.
This reduced the choice of routes to the North Ridge.
or a direct ascent up the glacier from the Northeast
basin. It was agreed that the ridge would he best even
though it included the prospect of several long and steep
icy pitches. Actually. the snow conditions in July 1949
were considerably improved over August 1918, as
observed by Bob McCarter. a graduate student at Stanford University. who was on both trips.
It was decided to establish three camps on the mountain; the first in a cirque just below the ridge. the
tecond on the ridge, and the third on a slope behind
Institute Peak, facing the final ridge. On June 27 the
weather appeared promising, so Walt and Boh took off
in the Norseman from the Glacier airstrip, with parachute loads containing tents, cooking equipment, food.
some rope and other supplies. One load was dropped in
the cirque below the North Ridge and another on the
slope back of Institute Peak.
Our start up the mountain was a complicated affair.
full of anticipation, weather uncertainties, and disappointments. On June 28, five of us got an early start
on skis-Walter
Wood, his son Peter, Noel Odell. a
visiting professor of geology at the University of British
Columbia, Bob McCarter, and I. Peter Wood had a
badly cut finger. He had been nursing it for several
days after a falling rock split it to the bone while we
were looking for coneys ( a species of rock rabbit) on

GLOSSARY
At this point in Mr. Hainsworth's article. nor)-

rnouritain-climbing readers may feel the need of
further explanation of come of the terms used.
Here it is:
c i r q u e ~ ~theatre-like
A
basin partly enclosed by
steep rock walls and developed by glacial
excavation-usually
at the head of a canyon or valley.
ice fall-Like
a waterfall, only ice: where an ice
stream descends a steep grade and is
bad1y crevassed and broken.
col-

Low saddle in a ridge or divide.

serac-Great
blocks of ice developed on ice
falls or by crevassing and breaking up
by sliding or glacial flowage.
couloir-A

more or less U-shaped chute extending
down a steep mountain slope.

Arctic Peak. just back of the Nunatak. Penicillin ointment proved very effective i n preventing infection. but
we had no sewing experience and the cut should have
been stitched.
Our route lay up the comparatively flat glacial arm
leading to the ice fall and cirque where we hoped to
establish Camp I. By the time we parked our sk'iÃ just
below the ice fall. the weather had turned and we were
confronted with low clouds and no sunshine. Nevertheless. it seemed best to go ahead and establish Camp I,
which we did. Later that afternoon Bob McCarter and
I went to the ridge above the camp and found the food
cache which had been left there by the 1948 party.
There was a high wind. with temperatures around 15
degrees and the cache was thoroughly frozen into the
rocks. This part of our adventure ended with some extra
food. a nipped finger. and a broken ice axe.
Since the weather was still uncertain the following
morning Walt and I returned to the Niinatak to conserve
supplies at Camp I and to get another axe. There we
were pleasantly surprised to find that Alan Bruce-Robertson. a Canadian medical student and a veteran of the
1948 expedition. had arrived on the Glacier. He immediately packed to join the party. Right from the start
it seemed to me that Bruce's pack consisted of about 50
per cent medical supplies and things which he insisted
on carrying for other people.
Now there were six
planning to climb the mountain.

Air-Lift
Since there was a spare parachute load of tents and
equipment at the airstrip it seemed a good idea to drop
this at Camp I. This became a project for Maury King,
our pilot. Bruce, and me. After receiving instructions
we piled into the front of the plane to help lift the tail
out of the snow. and took off. There was an oversized
door-opening-equipped
with no door-uncomfortably
close to where we sat, so we tied ourselves in with ropes
to keep from going along with the load when we pushed
it out of the plane.
It was an exciting experience to observe the ridge
from a few hundred feet above it and to push the load
out on a split-second signal from VIaury. And not the
least of the excitement was the moment when Bruce
grabbed my movie camera just a^ it was sliding out the
door. trying to follow the load.
Walt. Bruce and I started from the Nunatak on the
30th to catch up with the climbing party. The snow was
frozen so hard that we found it easier to tow our skis
rather than wear them. Walt had in his pack a large
can of gasoline for use in the Primus stoves, and on the
way up he jokingly remarked several times about the
"cloud c a p of gasoline vapors which seemed to be
following him. Later this became serious and jokes
turned into nausea.
Nevertheless, we continued to
Camp I. There. after examining Peter's cut finger,
Bruce recommended that Pete return and agreed to
accompany him back to the Nunatak the next day. Now
there were four.
We continued to the ridge above Camp I, where it was
cold and windy. We put on our parkas but unfortunately
the fur on Walt's parka was saturated with gasoline.
This was too much, and malt became too ill with gasoline poisoning to go on. As leader of the party he
overruled any plan to delay. It was a sad and difficult
decision. I returned to Camp I with Walt. and arranged
to join Noel and Bob later. Thev continued up the ridge
to choose the site for Camp 11.
At Camp I Walt asked Bruce to rejoin the climbing

party, whereupon lie packed up his usual quota of inedical supplies and took pome of m j pack. and we proceeded
lo Camp 11. ft e met hoel and Hob patiently waiting at
the lop of a steep pitch. at which point they had placed
500 fret of fixed rope. 11 was impossible tu pass each
other on the pitch. so they could not ieturn for loads
which hdd been left at the col until we reached the ton
of the pitch. Finally. at the end of a long day. all four
of us were established hi Camp 11. with several daysprovisions and a parachute cache somewhere on the
n~ountainabove. necir a place which we hoped would be
Camp 111.
July 1 in Camp 11 proved to be cold and foggy. Bob
and Noel finally tired of looking at the top of the tent
from the inside and decided on a ieconriaissance up the
ridge. A rocky band flanked by ice and seracs looked
rather forn~idable.particularlj as it faded away into the
icy slope? just below the next higher step in the ridge.
While Boh and hoel -were up above. Bruce and 1 went
down to gel the rope v^e had left in a fixed position. 11
looked as if it vioulcl he much more useful higher up.
After caching the rope some distance above the camp
we all assembled again at Camp I1 for a "'5 in 1" repast.
The trip to the Camp 111 site was a matter of weaving
back and forth. as directed by cornices. from slightly
belou tlie ridge to the ridge itself. As expected. we
encountered two >teep pitches with a thin snolv coating
over ice. These bere about 40 degrees in places and
iequired considerable caie. A plateau below Institute
Peak provided a breathing i-pell. but w e were sitill confronted 'with d long traverse along the east side of the
peak to a point coiisiderablj above the saddle between
histitute and the final ridge. This seemed to he the
only access to the slope where w e could hope to find the
)arachute load.
On rounding the shoulder it v , a ~disconcerting to see
ahead it slide mark- which appeared to be about the
-id& of our parachute l o a d ~ e n d i n gin a large creva~be.
My toes were frostbitten and visions of a camp without
;-upplies. 01 long p u l l back to Camp 11. began to take
realistic form. Luckily, aftel some searching. Bob and
hoe1 -potted a corner of the box- almost buried-with
the red parachute cmered ~ i t h~ I I O M . and with the
niaiker flag still in a horizon!al position, % it11 char-

Following the usual pattern. tlie Â¥weatheprevented
an early start for the rummit the next day, so we enjoyed
an afternoon of wandering around on Institute Peak.
Late in the day Walt and Maury King came up in the
plane to look us over. The weathei on the mountain, as
observed from below. appeared excellent. and we learned
later that it ita? puzzling to Walt to find we were
not on the final ridge. Early morning fogs and cloud
caps are deceiving unlersi you are in them.
July 5 fceemed reasonably favorable. but not until the
sun dispersed the morning fog. % e started for the top
at 7:00 A.M.. Bob and 1 on one rope. Koel and Bruce
on the other. The going was heavy and leads were
switched often. Occasionally we placed willow wands
but they were not needed on the return. There were a
number of small cracks which were annoying to negodate. Perhaps they were annoyed by our presence,
to judge by the way they curled their upper lips at us.
B e begrudged the loss of several-hundred feet elevation while getting to the col between Institute and the
final ridge. and again when we skirted a sizeable hump
higher on the ridge which was decorated profusely with
enormous seracs. About noon we built a small cairn on
the flat rocky saddle between the hump and the final
summit ridge.
We then came to the worst pitch encountered on the
climb-ice
covered ~ i t ha film of allow. Estimated
angles are always subject to impressions. The angle of
this pitch permitted one to touch the snow with the
fingertips while standing vertically in the step cut in the
ice. One hundred and t \ + e r ~ t steps
j
and two hours of
labor were left behind at this point.
Above the ice slope the fog closed in and it was diflicult to stay un the ridge. This indeterminate area '10,011
gave way to a sharp s n o ~ridge. leading directly to the
summit pyramid which we reached at 4:30 P. M. Frostbitten fingers and toes. and a roinmunit) feeling that Â¥v,
t i g h t t u Sitart back right away. reduced our stay on top
to the bare minimum required for pictures of ourselves,
since there wab no other scenery around. The ceremony
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.of raisingthe flag corisi-ted of dropping a piece of red
parachute cloth o n the snovi. Noel managed to find
some rocks a feu hundred feet below the surrirnit and
deposited oui record i n exchange for geological sample"-.
The return to Lamp 111 wa- uneventful except for
memorieq of the enormoiiQ chunks of lead that became
attached to our feet on the uphill section just below
Camp If!. It does not sound reasonable, but I am sure
I went to sleep for a minute or two nhile standing up
contemplating that final slope. Although we were away
from camp onl? I'i hours, i t wefned a very long dav.

Back to Camp I I
On Julv 6 u e started for (.amp IF. My diary reads:
'"We broke camp about Q:00 4. M. 411 was well to the
lower pitch. The fixed rope area waq easy. The final
pitch was riskj . \ "lip would have been had herause the
belays were poor-ice only. Took two hours to descend
200 feet. Slipped twice but recovered without help of
rope. Rob fell into several cracks bill alwavs managed
to crawl out before I could get rny camera out. In one
place my boot went through on a slope and threw rre
forward. My head and shoulders broke through. It
was quite a surpri-se to look alongthe under side of the
bridge and see r11y foot hanging in space. Yo danger.
but tough to get u p ~ i t ha park on."
Bob and I reached Camp I at % : S O P. PT.. having picked
up some of the Camp IF equipment. We could see Noel
and Bruce moving slowly o n the rid"; eabove, hut at
11 :00 P. M. they were still above the col. We started
back to help but they soon appeared abo5e the camp. It
turned out that Bruce had received a painful crampon
spike in the ankle while jumping a crevasse and necessarily had to move very raiitiously. A t the top of the
couloir above camp Noel removed hi'- pack to adjust hi"crampons. In keeping uith the -ipirit of the orra'-ion
the park dec idecl on a trip of its o w n and a few moment
later stopped intact ~otneniently by the camp.
The hot siin not only had placed our camp o n a
pedestal during the tirrie we were on the mountain, but
managed to dish out the snow under the middle of the
tent. much to our divomfort that night.
On Julv 7 w f packed most of the tear into the drop
box, attached ropes to it fore and aft. and ktarted doun.
hoping to slide the tiox rr~o"-tof the iiay. After a minor
struggle we reached the top of the couloir next to the
ice fall. In spite of a 30-degree '-lope in the couloir the

N o d Odell and Boh l\!c(tirter ut Camp 11. which was
established right uherp the prrrar1111teload lias dropped.
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box bogged down in the wet snow. We would sink to
our hips trying to start the box sliding. Twice, in my
zeal, I found myself head down the slope, pack over my
head, and rny legs firmly implanted in the "now on the
uphill side. It took a lot of energy to get out. Finally
we abandoned the box- after belaying it at the end of a
climbing rope. Later on, snowqlides came down the
rouloir and hatted our box over to the side like a big
~e~ldl~lllr~.
It was a great relief to get back on our skis and an
even greater pleasure to get back to the Nunatak. On
the way down. the plane buzzed us and we tried to signal
success by shaking our hands over our heads. boxer
fashion: however. Walt and Maury thought we were
shaking our fists at them for corning too low and it
wasn't until we were all together again at t h ~Nunatak
that they knew we had had a successful trip.

CK 6 W to WXD
One of the oiilstanding memories of the whole affair
is that of Walt's radio conversations between CIS 6 W on
Seward Glarier. and the 4riny station in Yakutat. Here's
a sample:
*'CK 6 W on the Seward, Ch 6 W, CK 6 W. callirig
WXD at Yakutat. WXD W-X-D, 54321 - 1234.5, are you
tuned in? This is Wood calling. Do you hear me?
Over!'
"CK 6 W. (.K 6 W, C K 6 W . this is WXD. We hear
you loud and clear. Do you have any message? Over
to you!..
"Ah, yes, WXD. We are in the glorious sunshine of
Sewarcl Basin, feasting our eyes on the Alpine glow of
Mt. Cook. the Parrish beauty of St. Elias, and the bold,
"iark ray? cast heavenward from Mt. Logan as the sun
goes to rest on its broad shoulders. We know you enjoy
the palms and wide expanses of the beaches of the
Yakutat summer resort-but
take your mind off that for
a moment. We have news for you! Four of our boys
have just come in from the first ascent of Mt. Vancouver.
They reached the top on July 5 and had a very successful
trip. I know you'll be pleased with the news. Over!"
".Oh. yeah? What in hell did they want to go up there
for? 4nyhow. congratulations. Now. about that missing
box of seismographic equipment you were looking for.
We located it in Juneau and will have it in your hands
in a couple of days -weather perrnitting. That is all.
unless you have something else. W X D signing off. h e r ! ' *

The four members of the climbing party who reached
the top^ Bruce-Robertson. McCarter. Hainsworth, Odell.

